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ABSTRACT 

 
Bayesian networks (BN) are directed acyclic graphs that have dependencies between variables, which are 

represented by nodes. These dependencies are represented by lines connecting the nodes and can be directed or 

not. Thus, it is possible to model conditional probabilities and calculate them with the help of Bayes’ Theorem. 

The objective of this paper is to present the modeling of the failure of a safety system of a typical second 
generation light water reactor plant, the Containment Heat Removal System (CHRS), whose function is to cool 

the water of containment reservoir being recirculated through the Containment Spray Recirculation System 

(CSRS). CSRS is automatically initiated after a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) and together with the CHRS 

cools the reservoir water. The choice of this system was due to the fact that its analysis by a fault tree is 

available in Appendix II of the Reactor Safety Study Report (WASH-1400), and therefore all the necessary 

technical information is also available, such as system diagrams, failure data input and the fault tree itself that 

was developed to study system failure. The reason for the use of a bayesian network in this context was to assess 

its ability to reproduce the results of fault tree analyses and also verify the feasibility of treating dependent 

events. Comparing the fault trees and bayesian networks, the results obtained for the system failure were very 

close. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Bayesian networks are used to represent knowledge and make rational decisions in uncertain 

domains. They have become a very useful tool for solving problems in various application 

areas. With this tool it is possible to consider events that have sparse data using expert 

opinion. Each expert can infer an answer to the probability of the event in question upon 

previous information and his own opinions [1]. 

 

The objective of this paper is to present the modeling of the failure of a safety system of a 

typical second generation light water reactor plant, the Containment Heat Removal System 

(CHRS), whose function is to cool the water from the containment well being recirculated 

through the Containment Spray Recirculation System (CSRS). The CSRS is automatically 

initiated after a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) and coupled with the CHRS cools the 

reservoir water. 
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The reason for the use of a bayesian network in this context was to evaluate its ability to 

reproduce the results of fault tree analysis and also check the possibility of treating dependent 

events through Bayes’ Theorem. 

 

To reproduce the fault tree of CHRS, the SAPHIRE software was used [2].  After completion 

of the bayesian network by mapping the fault tree, the network was calculated using the 

Netica software package [3]. This package was chosen because of its ease of use and 

availability. 

 

 

2. FAILURE TECHNIQUES USED 

 

The techniques described below were used in this work to analyze the failure of the 
Containment Heat Removal System. 

2.1. Fault Tree 

 

The fault tree is one of the most popular techniques for the safety analysis, whose purpose is 

to model the occurrence of events that may cause system failures or accidents. Its 

construction is performed top-down from event to its causes. It is a technique that can 

identify failures of a system that may lead to an undesired event, called top event. 

 

The top event is a system failure or accident scenario that represents a safety challenge. It 

should be placed on top of the fault tree and is called the root node. 

 

The goal of fault tree analysis is to study the various possible combinations of primary 

events, which can lead to the top event. It is noteworthy that a fault tree does not necessarily 

represent all possible combinations of failures in a system. It includes only the faults that the 

specialist can identify. 

 

The events of a fault tree are usually binary, with two possible states (working / not working), 

and statistically independent. Their causal relationships are represented by logic gates. 

 

After its construction, a fault tree can be qualitatively and quantitatively analyzed. Qualitative 

analysis allows determining the minimal cut sets of the fault tree. Quantitative analysis 

determines the probability of occurrence of the top event and also of the most important 

minimal cut sets. 

 

A minimal cut set is a set with the lowest possible number of basic events whose 

simultaneous occurrence leads to top event. In other words, the minimal cut set is a minimal 

set of events whose occurrence is necessary and sufficient to lead to the top event. 
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For large fault trees, with many logic gates and basic events, the determination of minimal 

cuts sets by inspection is cumbersome. In this case, Boolean algebra is used. Thus, the top 

event is represented in terms of combinations of all basic events and expressed as the union 
of all minimal cut sets. 

2.1. Bayesian Networks 

 

Bayesian networks are directed acyclic graphs where the nodes represent the variables 

(discrete or continuous), and there are lines that connect them, creating relationships between 

variables [4]. 

 

A bayesian network is an artificial intelligence tool for the purpose of modeling uncertainties. 

Such uncertainties may come from inadequate understanding of the system, incomplete 

knowledge about it, and its random behavior [5]. Bayesian networks consist of a set of 

variables and a set of directed lines between the variables [6]. 

 

Bayesian networks are suitable for situations of sparse data, using expert opinion for this 

purpose. They are able to reduce uncertainty by updating probabilities, as well as visualize 

the dependencies between variables. Another advantage is the possibility of adding new 

objects, as their modeling is flexible to node changes. 

 

The application range of a bayesian network is broad. They are able to deal with systems of 

high complexity. Figure 1 exemplifies a bayesian network where A1, A2 and A3 are roots 

nodes and parents of the A4 and A5 are called offspring node. The odds of A1, A2 and A3 

should be given because they are unconditional. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Bayesian Network 

 

 

Like fault trees, bayesian networks may be evaluated qualitatively or quantitatively. The 

qualitative evaluated is represented by directed acyclic graph and the quantitative, by 

conditional probabilities [7]. 
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3. MAPPING 

 

Any fault tree can be mapped by a bayesian network by following the steps below [7]: 

 

 For each primary failure or system failure event one must create a root node for BN; 

 For each gate in the fault tree create a corresponding node in the bayesian network; 

 Assign the probability values of the fault tree gates as priori probability values for the 

bayesian network nodes; 

 Highlight the top event of the fault tree as a failed node in the bayesian network; 

 Connect the nodes in the bayesian network in the same way that the gates are 

connected in the fault tree; 

 For each gate of the fault tree assign the Conditional Probability Table to the 

corresponding node. 

 

This procedure was applied to the mapping of the fault tree of the CHRS (Containment Heat 

Removal System) to obtain the corresponding bayesian network. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate 

this mapping. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2: OR gate of a fault tree 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Bayesian network mapped from the fault tree of Figure 2 
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4. CASE STUDY 

 

In this section we will perform the calculations of the fault tree for the CHRS, reproduced 

through the SAPHIRE computer code. After mapping was used [3] for bayesian 

network calculations. 

4.1. System Definition   

 

The fault tree used in this study corresponds to the Containment Heat Removal System 

(CHRS) whose function is to cool the containment sump water, recirculating it through the 

Containment Spray Recirculation System (CSRS). The latter is started automatically after a 

loss of coolant accident (LOCA), and in conjunction with CHRS provides means for 

removing heat from the containment sump water. 

 

The Consequence Limiting Control System (CLCS) has the function of measuring 

containment pressure and, if it surpasses the design pressure, operation of the equipment for 

pressure control is started. 

 

The choice of the system was due to the fact that its fault tree analysis is published [8], and 

therefore all the necessary technical information is available. 

 

The CHRS unavailability is calculated from the contribution of three main system failure 

scenarios: a common-mode failure, double failures and triple failures. The common-mode 

failure is considered as a single event (operator error in closing all the vents of heat 

exchangers). The double failures represent combinations of events leading to an insufficient 

amount of water in the inlet channel caused by the external energy loss in conjunction with 

the failure to close all of condenser lines. The triple failures are caused by the combinations 

of three heat exchangers failures or of a CSRS leg and two heat exchangers failures.Figure 4 

shows the basic CHRS fault tree where these events appear as contributors to system 

downtime. 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Fault Tree for the determination of System Unavailability [8] 
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The triple failures were considered insignificant because it occurrence probability is very 

small and were not included in the evaluated fault tree, shown in Figure 5. Figure 6 represents 

the bayesian network mapped from the fault tree of Figure 5. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Fault Tree CHRS, reproduced by SAPHIRE [2], [8]. 
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Figure 6: Bayesian network mapped from the CHRS fault tree, reproduced by 

Netica [3]. 
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Table 1: Events of the CHRS fault tree  

 

Events Symbols Probabilities 

3 of 4 heat exchangers do  not remove sufficient heat from spray fluid G_01 Gate OU 

3 of 4 heat exchanger systems fail when power failures occur G_02 Gate OU 

Failures of power (1H e 1A) and heat exchangers 1B e 1D G_03 Gate E 

Power bus failures (CSRS)  G_04 Gate OU 

Insufficient voltage (125 V DC) from bus 1A to control circuit  JK00 0.00011 

Insufficient voltage (480 V AC) from bus 1H to pump  JD00 0.00042 

Failure of heat exchanger 1B or 1D G_05 Gate OU 

Heat exchanger 1B fails HX1B 0.0023 

Heat exchanger 1D fails HX1D 0.0023 

Failures of power (1J e 1B) and heat exchangers 1A e 1C G_06 Gate E 

Power bus failures (CSRS)  G_07 Gate OU 

Insufficient voltage (125 V DC) from bus 1B to control circuit   JJ00 0.00011 

Insufficient voltage (480 V AC) from bus 1J to pump  JC00 0.00042 

Failure of heat exchanger 1A or 1C G_08 Gate OU 

Heat exchanger 1A fails HX1A 0.0023 

Heat exchanger 1C fails HX1C 0.0023 

Operator error - all heat exchanger air vents left closed Failure_01 0.00001 

Insufficient water in intake canal G_17 Gate E 

Loss of off-site power Failure_02 0.001 

Single and double failures which allow the intake canal to drain G_18 Gate OU 

Canal level sensor fails  Failure_03 Epsilon  

Failure of MOV-CW-200B to close G_19 Gate OU 

Insufficient 480 V 30 PWR on bus 2H1-1. After loss of off-site power Failure_04 0.037 

Failure in MOV power CKT  Failure_05 0.00052 

Valve fails to close Failure_06 0.004 

Failure in MOV CONT CKT Failure_07 0.0014 

 

 

 

5. RESULTS 

 

By using the event probabilities shown in Table 1, we can find the CHRS availability. The 

calculations were performed based on Figures 5 and 6. 

 

The failure probability of HX1A heat exchanger, Figure 7, is calculated as the sum of the 

probability values shown in Table 2, taken from Table 4 (WASH-1400). 
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Table 2: Probabilities to calculate HX1A (epsilon means negligible) 

  

KXV1A20X 3 x  

KCV1A20C 1 x  

KXV1A21X 3 x  

KCV1A21C 1 x  

KCS4A43X 1 x  

KCS04A3C Epsilon 

KCN04A4C 1 x  

KCS5A43X Epsilon 

KCS05A3C Epsilon 

KCN05A4C Epsilon 

 

 

The result for HX1A failure probability is 2.3x .  The evaluation of the three remaining 

heat exchangers (HX1B, HX1C, HX1D) is similar and the resulting unavailability is the 

same: 2.3x .Failure_05 and Failure_07 are subtrees, including events whose 

probabilities are found in Tables 3, 5 and 6. As an example, the probability calculation is 

performed for Failure_07 below. 

 

Table 3: Probabilities to calculate Failure_07 
 

KTRWA00F 5.6 x  

KCNWAT1O 2.8 x  

KCNWAT2O 2.8 x  

KWRWACSQ                 8.4 x  

KWRWACSO 8.4 x  

KCSWA04S 2.8 x  

KLSWA08O 8.4 x  

KQSWA17O 8.4 x  

KQSWA17F 1.0 x  

KLSWA01O 8.4 x  

KCSWA02O 8.4 x  

KRSWA52F 1.0 x  
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Figure 7: Subtree for the calculation of HX1A, HX1B, HX1C and HX1D [8] 
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Table 4: Probabilities of events, WASH 1400 

 

PROBABILITIES OF EVENTS USED IN THE EVALUATION OF CHRS FAULT 

TREE 

 

Event 

 

Failure          

Rate  

(Hr
-1

) 

Exposure 

time to 

 Failure (Hr) 

Unavailability 

q 

EF 
(a) 

KCV1A20C    3 

KCV1A21C    3 

KCS04A3C   Epsilon Negligible  

KCN04A4C   Epsilon Negligible  

KCS05B3C   Epsilon Negligible  

KCN05A4C   Epsilon Negligible  

KXV1A20X    3 

KXV1A21X    3 

KCS4A43X    3 

KCS4B43X    3 

KHEVENTY    3 

K001000N    3 

KTLUNISF   Epsilon Negligible  

KPPLVLSP   Epsilon Negligible  

KST2H11F    3 

KMVXBOOK    3 

KMVXDOOK    3 

KMVTAOOK    3 

KMVTCOOK    3 

KSTXBPRF    10 

KSTXDPRF    10 

KSTTAPRF    10 

KSTTCPRF    10 

KSTXBCNF    10 

KSTXDCNF    10 

KSTTACNF    10 

KSTTCCNF    10 

JJOO    3 

JKOO    3 

JCOO    3 

JDOO    3 
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Table 5: Probabilities of events used in the evaluation of subtrees, WASH 1400 

 

PROBABILITIES OF EVENTS USED IN THE EVALUATION OF SUBTREES 

KSTXBPRF
(a)

 

 

Event 

 

Failure                                                                                             

Rate  

(Hr
-1

) 

Exposure 

time to  

Failure (Hr) 

Unavailability 

q 

EF 
 

KCBWAVPF      3 

KWRWAVPQ      10 

KWRWAVPO    3 

KCBWAVPY Epsilon  Epsilon        Negligible  

KCBWAPAO    3 

KCBWAPBO    3 

KCBWAPCO    3 

KCNWAAPO    10 

KCNWABPO    10 

KCNWACPO    10 

KCNWAPAO    10 

KCNWAPBO    10 

KCNWAPCO    10 

KCNWAPAC    10 

KCNWAPCC    10 

 

Table 6: Probabilities of events used in the evaluation of subtrees, WASH 1400 

 

PROBABILITIES OF EVENTS USED IN THE EVALUATION OF SUBTREES 

KSTXBCNF
(a)

 

 

Event 

 

Failure                                                                                    

Rate  

 (Hr
-1

) 

Exposure  

time to  

Failure (Hr) 

Unavailability 

q 

EF 
 

KREWA52F    3 

KTRWA00F     3 

KCNWAT10    3 

KCNWAT20    3 

 KWRWACSQ    10  

 KWRWACSO    3 

KCSWA04S    10 

KLSWA080    3 

KQSWA170    3 

KQSWA17F    3 

KLSWA010    3 

KCSWA020    10 

 

 

 

The sum of all prior probabilities allow to determine the probability of event Failure_07, 

whose value is 3.5x . The result obtained for the system failure was 5.78 x , which 
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is close to the one obtained by fault tree, 5.756 x . As expected, the results are very 

close, discounting approximation errors. 

 

The Netica code is easy to use. The nodes are interconnected with directed lines, which 

represent the dependence between them. The root node receives the probabilities to be used 

in percent. Should identify the proper fault tree gates for each offspring node. The value of 

the failed node is found by clicking the "Compile" button. Via the CTRL + B are command 

the user can view a table of probabilities for all nodes. 

 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

 

As highlighted in the literature [7] it has been confirmed that equivalent bayesian networks 

can be obtained by mapping the corresponding fault trees. To perform the mapping, it is 

necessary to follow some steps that have been exposed in this work. 

 

It was proved that bayesian networks are a tool to adequately model fault trees with large 

numbers of events. Thus, it is possible to use the ability of bayesian networks to treat 

dependent events through Bayes’ Theorem. This feature is particularly important in the 

analysis of plant safety systems with high redundancy degree where the dependent events are 

relevant. 

 

The aim of this study was to show that by using bayesian networks, it is possible to model 

and calculate the unavailability of a safety system of a typical second generation light-water 

reactor. As a case study the Containment Heat Removal System was qualitatively and 

quantitatively evaluated. 

 

As expected, the results obtained were very similar. Within approximation errors. It is 

noteworthy that the computer codes used were very helpful, allowing to properly model the 

CHRS unavailability. 
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